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Editorial
words
Xavier "Xavi" Luis Burgos

Juan Flores' Cortijo 's Revenge details with academic eloquence the backlash of the white Puerto
Rican elite to the slight possibility of naming the capital city's Center of Fine Arts after a black
Puerto Rican plenero, which reveales questions of race, class, musical popular culture, and the
dilemma of Puerto Rico's quest to define its essence. It is no surprise, under Puerto Rico's colonial
condition, that the plenero, Rafael Cortijo, was snubbed for Luis A. Ferre, the white, half-Cuban
industrialist and Puerto Rico's first pro-statehood governor. Nonetheless, Rafael Cortijo has been
immortalized in Puerto Rico's national consciousness and cultural reproduction, from one of the
island's best-selling books, El entierro de Cortijo by Edgardo Rodriguez Julia to a monument
in his enclave of birth, Santurce (Cangrejos) along with fellow pleneros and salseros. Some,
such as Jose Luis Gonzalez, wrote that the "first Puerto Ricans were black Puerto Ricans." Juan
Flores acknowledges the popular, black working-class involvement in engendering Puerto Rican
culture, but rejects essentialism and state "rather than originary, authentic "roots" of a culture
tree, or ground floor of a cultural building, our African background needs to be assessed as a guide
to the culture's dynamically changing placement in the surrounding cultural geography" (Flores
1991:13). According to Raquel Z. Rivera in her original New York Ricans From The Hip Hop
Zone "Africa is 'celebrated' -and, at the same time, subordinated-as la tercera ra{z (the third root)
of Puerto Rican culture ... " (Raquel 2003:41).
Despite all the contentions on how to place Africa and its people's descendents in Puerto Rican
national identity, one cannot - with a straight face - deny its centrality in our culture. Nor can
it be denied the many historical figures who have been defined by their black experience that
embody Puerto Rico and their denial of a place in Puerto Rico's national pantheon. Therefore,
this edition of Que Ondee Sola, which provides a space where space is rarely or never provided,
will be dedicated to those black and mulato Puerto Ricans who dared to struggle for justice and to
remove the Eurocentric mask from our people's eyes. As this is Black History Month, this edition
is also dedicated to Puerto Rican and U.S. black solidarity.

1VIisi6n

Que Ondee Sola is published at Northeastern Illinois
University. The opinions expressed in Que Ondee Sola
do not necessarily reflect those of the Administration.
Responsibility for its contents lies solely with the
staff.

Que Ondee Sola was established in 1972
and remains the oldest Puerto Rican/Latina/
o university student publication in print. Our
mission is to provide the NEIU campus with a
relevant and engaging publication that deals with
student issues with a focu~ on Puerto Ricans and
Latinas/os, our communities, and our patrias. Que
Ondee Sola continues to affirm the right of Puerto
Rican self-determination, freedom for all Puerto
Rican political prisoners, and support for a truly
participatory democracy.

We appreciate and encourage suggestions and
contributions.
Contact Que Ondee Sola
5500 N. St. Louis Chicago, IL 60625
Room E-041
(773) 442.4583
queondeesola@hotmail.com
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La misica brava:
Puerto Rican Music &
Cultural Resistance

words
Xavier "Xavi" Luis Burgos
Culture has always been a
battleground m the contested
construction of a Puerto Rican
national identity. Contested,
because, the notion of a Puerto
Rican "nation" has always been
m direct contrast to imperial
projects of assimilation and
cultural destruction, denying
the thought of a Puerto Rican
nation. Thus, Puerto Rican
identity is one of resistance, and
music has played a central role
in that resistance. Puerto Rican
music has served as a form of
resistance from both Spanish
and U.S. Imperialism, m all
its forms, to even upper class
" white" Puerto Rican notions of
national identity and culture. In
an analysis of the role of music
as a form of culture resistance
it would be useful to further
look into the dynamics of
Puerto Rican culture and what
has sparked its resistant nature.
According to former Chairman
of the Department of Sociology
and Anthropology at the
University of Puerto Rico, Rio
Piedras Rafael L. Ramirez,
" An adequate analysis of our
[Puerto Rican] culture has to
consider the following variables:
class relations, the power
domain , [and] the dynamics
of colonialism ... " (Ramirez
1976: 109). Professor Ramirez in

his "National Culture in Puerto
Rico" goes further in quoting
Franz Fanon, which explains that
national culture, especially in the
Third World, is intertwined with
resistance from oppression and
its continual survival, developing
and reflecting through modern
social, political, and economic

contexts. It 1s through class
conflict in the debt peonage
of the jtbaro agrarian class,
the racism of African slaves
and mulattos, and colonialism
from Spain and the US. , that
forced millions to migrate to
the U.S. and the resistance from
these things that one must see
Puerto Rican culture. "With
the growth of nationalism in
the latter nineteenth century,
when literacy was discouraged
by Spanish policy, it was
4

natural that creole music ...
should come to be celebrated
as a quintessential expression
of island culture" (Manuel
1994:249). Puerto Rican music
thus becomes a unique form of
resistance spanning 500 years
of Puerto Rico 's colonization .
Christopher Columbus landed
on the Western Coast of Puerto
Rico in 1493 , claiming it for
Spain. Through the centuries,
the indigenous population - the
Tainos - were nearly annihilated
by murder and famine , but mixed
ethnically, linguistically, and
especially mu sically, with white
settlers, many from the poorest
areas of Spain, and African slaves
from the Achante, Carabali,
Yoruba, and Bantu peoples
(Duany 1984:188). "Music is a
system of communication whose
meaning ultimately lies in the
context of social interaction .. .
popular music synthesizes many
elements of a people 's ethos"
(Duany 1984:186). Danza for
some time became known as the
" national music" of Puerto Rico,
a creole music with black CubanSpanish origins, identified with
anti-colonial and nationalist
aesthetics and ideals. Even
Puerto Rico's national anthem,
La Borinqueiia, which proudly
calls on Puerto Rico to fight for
freedom with the machetes that

are worked in the sugarcane despite racism towards blacks.
fields of Spanish landowners, Sadly, however, bomba is not as
is a danza (Manuel 1994:252- widely accepted as other genres
253). Nonetheless, danza was of music, due to its racialization
also very tightly associated with as "Afro-Puerto Rican music"
the culture of the white Puerto (Duany 1984:192). As detailed
Rican bourgeoisie. The anti- rather eloquently by sociologist
colonial sentiment was primarily Juan Flores in his "Cortijo's
fueled by the landowning Puerto Revenge" the musical form is
Rican bourgeoisie frustrations denied its place in Puerto Rico's
at Spanish economic regulation pantheon of national musical
(Manuel 1994:255).
Thus, forms when the name of Rafael
there is a separation placed Cortijo, a deceased bomba and
within Puerto Rican culture, plena musician of great fame,
which have led many island is denied from the selection of
intellectuals to believe that
Puerto Rican culture is
heterogeneous - a culture
of the white bourgeoisie
and the mostly black
and mulatto, proletariat
and peasants . Another
musical form of resistance
- bomba - thus comes
into topic; a racialized
musical form that speaks
to both the oppression of
colonialism and racism.
Bomba
1s
a
very
distinctively black Pue1to
Ri can genre of music
with origins in the West
Africa n slaves directly
taken to Puerto Rico and black
slaves and planters from French
and British Caribbean colonies
(Duany 1984:191).
Bomba,
performed on holidays around
the harvest of sugarcane on the
coasts of Puerto Rico, becomes
a form of resistance due to the
fact that its West Africa rhythms
survive and are re-invented
through African and colonial
black amalgamations in direct
opposition to the colonial project
of Spain, which sought to rename
and destroy them. Bomba
survives today both on the island
and in the Puerto Rican Diaspora

the island capital 's unnamed
Center of Fine Arts. Cortijo's
music is declared "vulgar '
and 'lumpen' that denigrated
the "black race" (Flores 1991:
11). Despite those events and
contentions,
many
Puerto
Ricans decide to recognize the
greatness of bomba and declare
its humble place in Puerto
Rico 's national identity. Bomba,
the music of black Puerto Rican
slaves resisting against colonial
Spain' s cruelty, continues to
resist against white Puerto
Rican bourgeoisie society's
rendering of it as 'vulgar.' The
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fact that bomba and Rafael
Cortijo were even discussed in
terms of "national questions"
under U.S . colonialism, speaks
to resistance from metropolis '
project of cultural domination.
Furthermore, there is another
national musical form , the plena,
that, like bomba, is a racialized
form of Puerto Rican music,
but unlike bomba has gained
much more national acceptance.
Plena includes African and
Spanish
musical
elements
synchronized into
a Puerto Rican
musical
form
that deals with
co nt e mp orary
issues and themes .
Plena,
which
sprouted up possibly
in Ponce during the
1920s, is known
as
"newspaper"
music, because of
its descriptions of
Puerto Rican events
and dramas (Duany
1984:
192- 193).
The genre of music,
used at parties
and
Christmas
celebrations or parrandas, are
also used in student protests and
worker 's strikes, a use in which
reveals the plena 's resistant
nature (Manuel 1994:260). To
Antonio S. Pedreira, the writer
of a famou s Puerto Rican essay
on national culture and identity,
Insularismo, plena was "wild
music" (musica brava ) not in
the high position as danza for
consideration as a national
music. Although, Pedreira was
resisting U.S. and annexationist
postulations in the 1930's that
there was no national Puerto
Rican culture and history, his

white, bourgeois eyes refused Salsa itself is a highly contested
to let him see the interesting genre of music. Is it a Cuban
racial dynamic of Puerto Rican musical expression? Puerto
culture. As Juan Flores states Rican? Pan-Latino? The role
"Yes, there is a national culture, of nationalism obviously plays
as Pedreira did after all affirm an important role in discussing
with all his gloomy reluctance, salsa. Puerto Rican nationalism
but it is grounded on the popular, - with a justifiable frustration
African-based traditions of over any denial of collective
that culture" (Flores 1991 :13). capabilities in constructing
Rafael Cortijo and
the naming of the
Center of Fine Arts
metaphorically further
provided the resistant
nature of plena, like
bomba, not only from
the fact that its African
rhythms are retained,
but also by continuing
to push the topics of
class and race on the
minds of everyday
Puerto Rican life just
as the periodicalnature of plena that
spoke to the hardships
of
barrio
life.
"The plena as popul ar
expression serves as
national identification
and cohesion for as
much as the Puerto
Ricans on the island to
those [Puerto Rican s]
that had to emigrate to U.S.
barrios" (Perez 1991 :55). That
quote from Jorge Perez's " In
plena puertorriqueiia" reveals
the central role that the Puerto
Rican musical form plays in the
lives of Puerto Rican migrants in
the metropolis. Plena becomes
the U.S. Puerto Rican migrants
symbol of resistance from
assimilation. Even through U.S.
colonial policies a new Puerto
Rican musical expression began
to form , resistant as ever: salsa.

resignified and representative
of Puerto
Rican
values,
experiences, and views of PanLatinoness in the barrios of the
U.S. and Puerto Rico (Manuel
1994:250). Salsa emerges from
the "context of migration,
urbanization, industrialization,
and proletarianization of the
Puerto Rican labor force"
(Duany 1984:195). The U.S .
colonized Puerto Rico in
1898 after the Spanish-U.S.
War. Thereafter, U.S. sugar
corporations produced a
modern sugar monopoly,
replacing coffee as the
main agricultural export,
forcin g Puerto Ricans into
that labor market. After the
Great Depression, the sugar
industry slowly deteriorated,
again forcing Puerto Ricans
into migration towards the
island 's cities, where slums
and shantytow ns grew
in numbers. During, the
1940 's, the Partido Popular
Democrdtico,
which
ironically used a symbol of
a j(baro, the countryman in
the mountains that resisted
against imperial Spain
and the U.S . by staging
rebellions and becoming
self-sufficient,
produced
an economic system based on
export-led
industrialization
that relied heavily on U.S.
capital investment that once
again produced a vast exodus
of Puerto Rican excess-labor,
but to the U.S. It was in the
Puerto Rican barrios of the
U.S., where the migrants came
in contact with Cubans and
other Caribbean Latinos and
U.S. blacks, that salsa was
born (Duany 1984: 194-196).

anything of cultural , political,
social, and economic significance
and importance
always
claim salsa as Puerto Rican.
Nonetheless, even Puerto Rican
academics like Jorge Duany in
his "Toward an Anthropology
of Salsa" acknowledges the
central role of Cuban popular
music, essentially the son, in
the formation of salsa (Duany
1984: 187). However, through
my research, salsa is always
recognized as a Puerto Rican
musical expression, socially Thus salsa was created through
6

the m1xmg of other musical
forms that were created due to
certain groups' marginal places
in colonial societies, from black
Cubans, to blacks in the U.S.
with jazz, to bomba and plena
in Puerto Rico. " ... Salsa can be
said to affirm Latino identity ...
intensified by the heightened
awareness of Puerto Rican
identity [in New York City]"
(Manuel
1994:272).
Salsa,
with its strong connection to
Puerto Rican identity, thus also
becomes a focus of ethnic pride
in the Latin American Diasporas
in the metropolitan powers that
forced them to migrate to the
U. S., res1stmg assimilation.
Interestingly enough, when
salsa made its ow n packaged
migration back to Puerto Rico
in the 1970s, it too became a
symbol of resistance from U.S.
cultural values. Those salsa
lovers were called cocolos,
originally a pejorative for a darkskinned person, and stereotyped
in her/his dress and attitude,
even geographical location (in
places of the lower-classes, like
the housing project of Nemes io
Canales) due to mu sical tastes,
which did not go without

some truth. As opposed to the
rock-loving rockeros who had
internalized U.S. values, dress ,
and geographical preference
(urbanizacionesor sub-divisional
communities, at times gated) the
cocolos sought to maintain a
Puerto Rican identity and values
in the face of a U.S. culture
imposed on Puerto Rico daily
(Duany 1984:200-201). Salsa
therefore becomes central in that
affirmation and also undergoes
a sort of racialization, since
rockeros are associated with the
white Puerto Rican upper classes
and cocolos are the "darkskinned" Puerto Rican proletariat,
which also provides a resistant
nature to salsa being the mu sical
form of an oppressed lower
class expressrng themselves.
Cul ture, in the case of Puerto
Rico, marks the borders between
the oppressed and the oppressor,
but in an interesting complex
dynamic, also marks borders
between
the
trad itionally
oppressed - the black and mulatto
peasants and working classes,
the creators of bomba, plena,
salsa, and even lending rhythms
to the Creole bourgeoisie's danza

- and the uprooted white Puerto
Rican elite. Puerto Rican culture
will most likely be on contested
ground, even after it is free from
U.S . colonial role. However, in
the world of globalization where
cultural values are commoditized
and easily available, cultural
authenticity will most likely
always be at the forefront of the
cultural battles. Nonetheless,
globalization as a colonial project
is basically oppression and where
there is oppression there will
alway s be resistance. Therefore,
Puerto Ricans will continue,
under the U.S. or not, to resist
and maintain a unique Puerto
Rican identity that will speak to
our experiences, our rea lities, and
our past. Also, as long as there
exists racism and classism on the
island, the notions of a national
culture wi ll always come up
to discussion. It is important to
even study Puerto Ri can cu lture,
and particularly mu sic, because
mu sic as a social expression, is
a vehicle of mass dissemin ation
even more so than the written
word , and can very much refl ect
so much of the themes and
social realities facin g human
hi story today and yesterday.
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words

Marcuz Erazo

One of the great heroes that many Puerto Rican
look up to is Dr. Pedro Albizu Campos, who
fought for Puerto Rico 's independence from
the U.S. almost all his life. Don Pedro was born

Struggling to get Puerto Rico 's independence
he traveled to Latin America hoping to build
solidarity for the independence movement of
Puerto Rico.
In 1930 he was elected President of the Puerto
Rican Nationali st Party, and he subsequently
formed the firs t Women's Nationalist Committee
in Vieques. Sadly, oppression by the U.S. was
fierce , arresting Don Pedro many times. In one
such case, Don Pedro was sent to penitentiary in
Atlanta, Georgia. Many Puerto Ricans believed
the verdict to be unjust, and therefore marched
in his hometown in Ponce, which ended up
with the colonial police opening fire killing 19

n September 12, 1891 in Barrio Tenerias in
Ponce. Being an orphan was not easy for Don
Pedro, especially when in 1898 he saw the U.S.
Army march through his town , using a new era
of opression . Nontheless, Don Pedro excelled in
school and was awarded a scholarship to study
engineering at the University of Vermont. He also
went to Harvard University, but his studies were
interrupted due to his enlistment in the National
Guard in World War I in the African American
Unit. After being discharged as a First Lieutenant
he went back to school and got his law degree
as well as degrees in Literature, Philosophy,
Chemical Engineering and Military Sciences.
Don Pedro, such as being a well rounded person
and very educated, also spoke many languages
such as English, Spanish, French, German,
Portuguese, Italian, Latin, and Greek.
In 1924 he decided to join the Nationalist Party
of Puerto Rico and was elected vice-president.
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and wounding 200. The day would be called
the Masacre de Ponce. Don Pedro would be in
prison a total of 25 years of his life, also suffering
radiation torture. A great Puerto Rican leader
that is remembered by many proud Boricuas
and Latinas/as for his tireless efforts to Puerto
Rican self-determination. He rightfully earned
the name that people refer him as "El Maestro."
Today Puerto Rico remembers him by having
parks, schools, and streets in honor of this great
man, intellectual leader, and activist.

Ay ay ay, I'm kinky-haired and pure black;
proud my hair is kinky, proud of my fierce lips
and fl at Mozambican nose.
Black woman of immaculate hue, I laugh and cry
at the notion of being a black monument;
a chunk of night in which my white
teeth sparkle;
being black cane
that entwines with blackness
weaving the black nest
where the black raven rests.
I sculpt myself out of a black chunk of blackness
Ay ay ay, so that my statue is totally black.

\j
~

They say my grandfather was a slave
for whom his owner paid thirty coins.
Ay ay ay, that my grandfather was a slave
is my anguish, my immense sorrow.
If he' d been the slave owner,
it would be my shame.
For with people, the same as nations,
if being a slave means you have no rights,
being a slave owner means you have no conscience.

~

\..J
~

Ju[ia de 13urgos

~
Considered the national poet of Puerto Rico
and one of the greatest in Latin America, Julia de Burgos was born on February 17th,
1917 in Carolina, Puerto Rico. Her bestknown poem is "R(o Grande de Lo(za". She
published several books of poetry including
"Poemas Exactos de mi Misma" and "Canci6n de la Verdad Sencilla." Julia de Burgos died on July 6, 1953 in New York City.

Ay ay ay, that the white king 's sins
be washed away by the black queen 's tears.
Ay ay ay, that my blood escapes me
and headed towards whiteness dives into clear water;
or perhaps whiteness will darken into black.
Ay ay ay, the black in me runs away
and with the white melds into wheaten
to be the kindred future of our Americas!
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DR.

MARTIN LUTHER KING
IN

JR.

HUMBOLDT

PARK

words
Myra Rodriguez

N

Early Monday morning on January 15, 2007 the
\ ~ Humboldt Park Field House held an event in honor
of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Students from the
community crowded the Field House, as well as
parents , teachers and professors such as Professor
Jose E. Lopez of the Puerto Rican Cultural Center
(PRCC) , 26 th ward Alderman Billy Ocasio. The
event started off with two young African American
gi rl s from the Women of Wisdom
Ministry si nging "Go tell it in
the Mountain" followed by a
we lcoming speech by Pastor Pedro
Windsor. Students also performed
so ngs and speeches about what
their definition of freedom was and
what types of change they wanted
to see within their commu nity.
Throughout the Field House
Pictures of Dr. Martin Luther King
Jr. adorned the walls along with
signs of different children's words expressing what
their dreams are. The ALSO/Project Connect then
walked up to the stage with a long line of young
children, each and everyone of them speaking
loudly and confidently about their future plans
and why their were thankful for Dr. Martin Luther
King, Jr. The last child in line was a young African
American child no older than 7 years old. He walked
up to the mic and said, "I have a dream that one day
I will be very wealthy and have my own business
and I will be the first black president of the United
States! " The crowd went wild after hearing that.
Cafe Teatro Batey Urbano a Puerto Rican/Latino
Youth Space, was also at the event performing
10

poetry. Janeida Rivera (former UPRS president
at NEIU) performed her legendary poem "After
All" accompanied by Dr. Pedro Albizu Campos
High School student Angel Miranda playing the
congas. The poem expressed the changes going
on throughout the Humboldt Park co mmunity due
to gentrification . Michael Reyes performed poetry
as well , titled "Good Old Days," expressing
the struggles and pains Latinas/os
and people of color have experienced
throughout history and still do today.
Professor Jose E. Lopez took the
stage afterwards and spoke about the
sense of com munity that thrives in
Humboldt Park and reminiscing on
Martin Luther King, Jr 's struggles,
accomplishments, and what he wanted
for our future generations of children .
Furthermore, Alderman Billy Ocasio
spoke greatly of the importance of Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr. Day to the children attending the
event and thanking all organizations for coming
together and investing peace within the community.
The event ended with the two young
black
girls
from
Women
of Wi sdom
Ministry smgmg "We shall Overcome".
This event shined the light on the struggles
we have and will continue to fight for as a
community. Bringing together the many talents
of the children and different organizations
collaborating with one another made this event
very memorable and special for all of us.

Arturo Schomburg
Linking Black & Boricua Identities
words

Eric A. Rice

or many years African- Americans and Puerto
~ , Ricans have lived, died, and fought side by side,
'- "f attling causes for as better housing, education, and
\ ~ healthcare. They did this as an effort to improve
heir lives and the lives of their children. Africanmerican and Puerto Rican solidarity is not a new
phenomenon. Black and Brown unity can be traced
back to Arturo Schomburg
and his collection of artifacts
of African history in the
Caribbean and Latin America.
Black and Brown Unity
can be traced to the Young
ords Party and the Black
Panther Movement during
he late 1960s and 1970s.
Arturo Schomburg, one of
he most influential black
scholars, was born in Puerto
ico to a free black woman
from St. Croix and a Puerto
man of German
He developed a
een interest in African and
lack studies after being told
y a teacher that blacks have no history or great
accomplishments to be proud of. Upon hearing
this, Schomburg made it his life's work to actively
seek out, and promote the interesting and complex
istory of African-Americans and the African
Diaspora. In doing this, he not only gained a vast
now ledge of this group of people, he learned that
he history of African-Americans and the African
Diaspora was indeed something to be very proud of.
In 1891 Schomburg migrated from his native
uerto Rico to Harlem, New York attributing
reatl to the Harlem Renaissance. He couldn't
11

have picked a more perfect place to live, as Harle
was the center of African-American culture at the
time. It was not uncommon to mingle with grea
scholars and musicians on a daily basis. Here, he
would certainly be able to satisfy his hunger fo
knowledge on the complex and varied histories o
African-Americans. While in Harlem, Schomburg
wrote numerous articles and
essays on African-American
and
Caribbean
culture.
Eventually, Schomburg became
the curator of the Schomburg
Collection of Negro Literature
and Art at the New York
Public Library's 135 th Stree
Branch. Arturo Schomburg
held many important an
influential positions in AfricanAmerican organizations during
the
Harlem
Renaissance.
Unfortunately, following
dental surgery Schomburg
became extremely ill and passed
away in Madison Park Hospital
in Brooklyn on June 8, 1938.
Arturo Schomburg was an activist, writer,
collector and influential figure during the Harle
Renaissance and in the Puerto Rican Independence
Movement. Schomburg served as inspiration an
a link to bridge the African-American and Puerto
Rican communities in many ways which woul
lead to future unity and solidarity between these
two groups. It is no coincidence that the center o
Puerto Rican Diasporic Cultural Expression woul
be in East Harlem-El Barrio. Today, Schomburg 's
massive collection of African-American and blac
Latino historical documents and artifacts can be
viewed at the Schombur Center in New York.

Calab6 y bambu .
Bambt.i y calab6
El Gran Cocoroco dice: tu-cu-tt.i.
La Gran Cocoroca dice: to-co-t6.
Es el sol de hierro que arde en
Tombuctt.i.
Es la danza negra de Fernanco P6o.
El cerdo en el fa ngo grufie:
pru-pru-prt.i.
El sapo en la charca suefia:
cro-cro-cr6.
Calab6 y bambt.i.
Bambt.i y calab6.
Rompen los junjunes en furio sa ti.
Los congas trepidan con profundo 6.
Es la raza negra que ondulando va
en el ritmo gordo del marinyanda.
Llegan los botucos a la fiesta ya.
Danza que te danza la negra se da.

Pasan tierras rojas, islas de bett.in:
Haiti, Martinica, Congo, Camert.in;
Las papiamentosas antillas del ron
Y las patualesas islas del volcan,
Que en el grave son
Del canto sedan.

Calab6 y bambt.i.
Bambt.i y calab6
El Gran Cocoroco dice: tu-cu-tu.
La Gran Cocoroca dice: to-co-t6.

Calab6 y bambt.i.
Bambt.i y calab6
Es el sol de hierro que arde en
Tombuctt.i.
Es la danza negra de Fernanco P6o.
El alma africana que vibrando esta
En el ritmo gordo del mariyanda.

Luis Pales Matos was born in Guayama,
Puerto Rico on March 20, 1898. He is credited with establishing the poes{a negra
movement in Latin American poetry. His
other poems include pueblo negro and majestad negra and a book of poetry, "Tuntun
de pasa y grifer{a." He died on February, 23, 1959 in Santurce, Puerto Rico.

Calab6 y bambt.i.
Bambt.i y calab6
El Gran Cocoroco dice: tu-cu-tt.i.
La Gran Cocoroca dice: to-co-t6.
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UPRS S ChiMexLa
strong at the
Presidential f ask Force

words

The Presidential Task Force on the
Millennium Student met Tuesday
January 16, 2007 in SU 214 to discuss the
concerns voiced by the students, faculty,
and some of the administration at the
Latino Caucus meetings held in the Fall.
The meeting was led by Dr. Barbara Scott
and Dr. Santos Rivera. The attendees
included a lot of faculty from various
departments , some administrators and
some students, including the members of
(UPRS) Union for Puerto Rican Students
and ChiMexLa (Chican @ Mexican @
Latin@ Student Coalition) student
organizations. Dr. Scott opened the
meeting by describing the Tasks ' Force
purpose ; it will assemble sub-committees
to address problems which the University
community feels need to be taken care of
and reexamine the needs of the diverse
population of students; not only ethnic
diversity but lifestyle and age among
others. The subcommittees will be made
up of students, faculty, and administrators.
Then she opened the floor to any one
who would like to voice a concern.
Some of the concerns voiced were access
to program information and financial
help, advising, defining what the
Millennium students considers success
to be, alternative programs for learning
like online classes, better orientations,
time to complete degrees , and retention.
However, considering that NEIU is a
Hispanic-Serving Institution some of the
most important issues brought up where
the need for a Latina/o Cultural Center,
Latina/o faculty and administrative
representation,
and
a
thorough
understanding of the needs of the Latina/

o population attending the university.
Since the Fall of2006 UPRS , ChiMexLa,
and the Latino & Latin American Studies
program have been hosting an event,
Plantando Semillas, its purpose is to
bring the needs of the Latina/o population
of the University to a forefront. For
the past year one of those needs has
been identified as a Latina/o Cultural
& Resource Center. The student/faculty
support for this idea has been embraced
at the Fall 2006. Plantando Semillas
held on Dec. S•h , invited students as
well as other members of the University
community to participate in a survey
regarding the Latina/o Cultural center.
The results were positive; participants
felt the center could be a place not only
for cultural affirmation and a safe space
but also an educational tool. I brought up
the survey at the meeting as a necessary
issue to add to the Agenda. Both Dr.
Scott and Dr. Rivera agreed that it will
be included in the Task Force's agenda.
Xavier " Xavi" Luis Burgos, president
of UPRS, brought the small Latina/o
representation in the classroom and in
administration as an issue that should be
included in the agenda as well. With fortyfour percent of the incoming freshman
being Latina/o and low retention and
graduation rates for this population this is
an important point. Xavier expressed: "I
would like to see and learn from people
that not only look like me but can share
in some of my experiences as a Latino."
It is important to see and experience
possibilities for ourselves through our
professors and administrators it extends
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Maria Paula Chaves

our educational, career, and personal
goal s. To this point, Dr. Scott responded
with an important concern , as the
numbers of Latina/o teacher has been
increasing adversely the number of black
teachers has been decreasing and in the
end both groups of students are suffering.
The director of the LLAS program , Dr.
Victor Ortiz, not only supported both
my and Xavier 's points but when on
to make an important observation of
his own. The student population of thi s
university is comprised of a large number
of immigrants , these student have special
financial , educational , and personal
needs that need to be considered in the
analysis of the new Millennium student.
For Latina/o students there is also
an issue of immigration status , cultural
acclimation, and language barriers.
Without the proper support it should not
surprise at NEIU if we do not finish our
degrees in four to six years. This assertion
by a member of the faculty, who has a
personal perspective on the issue, being
Latino himself, and teaching Latina/o's
reinforces the issues brought up by both
Xavier and me and often Latinas/os.
Only time will tell the success of the
Presidential Task Force on the Millennium
Student but it will not be only one persons
job, we all have to take the time to build
a community within this university that
understand our needs and cares to meet
them. The participation of students,
faculty, staff, and administrations is
imperative for these tasks to get done.

The Ullimale Pendejada
words

A satirical critique, The Ultimate
Pendejada, a play performed at
NEIU, poked fun at some of the issues
Chicanas/os have faced in their long
shared hi story with the U.S. A story of

two Chicanos and their journey to find
themselves within the United States
white societyandtheChicanomovement,
La Ra-::,a, and their roots. ln the context
of this university this is an important
piece not only because 26 percent of
the student population is Latina/o but
because the university community
needs to take the time to understand
the members of their community.

Marfa Paula Chaves

Although , a longing for belonging
and understanding where we come
from are universa l themes that the
uni versity community, which is made
up of many of the children of recent
immigrants , can relate to. The Ultimate
Pendejada analyses the concepts of
authenticity that have plagued not only

the Chicano movement but the Puerto
Rican Independence movement, the
Black Power movement, and presently
our own communities as a result of
white heteropatriarchy and supremacy
practiced by the United States. It is
important to note stereotypical gender

roles, like the ones written and performed
within The Ultimate Pendejada, which
was a huge part of the internal problems
of these organizations; so much so that
counter intelligence agencies like the

FBI used them to create tension within
the groups. La Raz.a as explained
by the wise prostitute, Angela when
Roberto and Maria went to visit el
barrio, is always with you and you
carry it where ever you go ; it is a part
of you. With this scene the playwright
brings the focus to the power that you
have to define yourself and create your
own identity with the understanding
of your history and yo ur culture.

Age: 20
Ethnicity: Mexican
Year in school: 3rd Year
Major: Business
Minor: Biology
How do you feel about certain
Latino issues within the school?
Do you think we would benefit
having a Latino Cultural
Center here at Northeastern
Illinois University?

"I feel that there are very hard issues involving Latinos, most of the time
these students deal with these issues on their own. The Latinos within
this school would benefit with a Latino Cultural Center, because it would
offer them a place where they can go and discuss all the issues that are
around them. The Cultural Center would be a safe haven for many who
don ' t go for help within the centers we have already because at times its
difficult to access them. Undocumented students as well would have
an advantage from having a Cultural Center to seek help and guidance."
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QOS Pri
words

Deyanira Avila

Dr. Santos Rivera came to Northeastern
Illinois University (NEIU) to apply as
a counselor for Proyecto Pa' Lante in
1974. Dr. Rivera had been involved all
his life in the Latina/o community dating
back to the Chicano Movement. He was
a member of the Brown Berets as well
as La Raza Unida political party, just
to name a few . He also worked with
the United Farm Workers led by Cesar
Chavez in California. During that time in
the early l 970 ' s the student organization
Union for Puerto Rican Student (UPRS )
was very large and powerful in NEIU .
Many non-Pue110 Rican Latinas/a s were
also a part of UPRS , whic h included a
Chicano Caucus. After realizing the need
to form an autonomo us organization
to focus more on the Mexicano/
Chicano issues, students from the
committee left UPRS to fo rm their own
organi zati on. Dr. Ri vera was one of the
fo unders of what came to be known
as the Chicano Student Union (CSU) .
Dr. Rivera was the first advi sor fo r the
CSU, while still working as a coun selor
for Proyecto Pa ' Lante. The CSU was
a very active student organization in
NEIU and in the Latina/o communities.
CSU members ofte n participated in
protests, boycotts, and conferences
from organizations from the Chicano
Movement in and outside of Chicago.
At school, CSU worked to get Chicana/
a-focused classes at NEIU . CSU al so
succeeded in writing a newsletter called
"Contra Ia Pared," as well as bringing
Latina/o theater groups to NEIU. CSU
not only fought for Chicana/a and
Latina/o success at the university and
in the community, but also created a
much needed atmosphere of belonging
and community for NEIU Mexican and
Latina/o students. Although many people
are not aware, Noche de La Familia,

a tradition that still goes on today , was
formed by the CSU. " Noche de la Familia
was a big event at NEIU when it first
started. It was huge. Students would be
running around getting things ready for
Noche de la Familia. My office would
be full of pots of food containing rice,
beans , everything," Dr. Rivera remarked.
Noche de la Familia was student planned.
Students made donations, including
aJI the food ; students " hustled" to get
e verything ready. Between 250-300
people would attend Noche de la Familia.

Later on, the administration said it had to
be catered and after a while the Hispanic
Planning Committee took over. Things
were not the same afterwards . There
was " no further investment," as he put it.
Over the years, CSU saw many presidents
and members including Marfa Saucedo,
Yira Carisales, Alma Alvarado, Martha
Montez , Ana Castillo, Alberto Mata,
and Nancy de los Santos. CSU helped
Colombian students create the Colombian
Student Organization. Besides many
Mexican @/Chican @ students , there
were also many Latina/o students with
roots from all over Latin America.
Because of this, CSU decided to change
its name to ChiMexLa , or the Chican @
Mexican@ Latin@ Student Union.
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Dr. Rivera has been a great advocate for
Latinas/as and higher education at NEIU
over the years. Rivera was the advi sor for
the CSU/ChiMexLa until 1984. He was
also the co-founder of ENLACE which
promotes Latina/o education and has
programs that work with students from
grade school , high school , and college.
ENLACE has fe llowship programs for
graduate students and also works with
students so they can get their Ph.D.s. He
has been involved in programs including
helping students at Morto n College
come to Northeastern . Dr. Ri vera now
also works at the Presiden t' s Office
as the Senior Executi ve Directo r of
Affirmative Action and Institutional
Outreac h Ini tiatives and is curre ntly
the hi ghest ran king Latina/oat NEIU.
When I as ked him what was being
done in the uni versity in regards to
the " Latino Status" issue, he re plied
that he and other me mbers of the
admini stratio n, including the pres ident,
have been working togethe r to create
programs to help Latinas/a s at NEIU .
I asked Dr. Rivera about what he thought
about student activism. He answered that
student activism needs to be more than
"just a one shot deal. " He stated that we
do not have to wait for a march to be
active in our communities. We do not
have to look for leaders because we need
to look to ourselves . There are different
forms of making change in our Latina/o
communities, whether participating in
marches and protests, or working with
the president of a university to help form
programs for Latinas/as. As Dr. Rivera
mentioned, "there is still a lot todo, all ofus
have to do it, just differently . We all have
a responsibility to our own community. "

Q.O.S. Editor's note: Villa Sin Miedo ("Village
without Fear"), a Puerto Rico squatter community in the
1980 's, became a household name on the island. Villa Sin
Miedo re-created Puerto Rico's maroon tradition of creating
rich parallel societies by those excluded by a colonial society.
Puerto Ricans in the Diaspora have also created maroonesque societies and enclaves , such as Humboldt Park 's
Paseo Boricua, with its educational , cultural , economic,
and political institutions that provide resources to a people
marginalized by a racist society. History lives all around us.
We vigiled with Ada and Miguel in
their tiny shack as threats came over
the radio of an invasion of Villa Sin
Miedo. Each time a warning sounded,
the children would line up armed
with sticks and stones in defense of
their community. Villa Sin Miedo
(Town Without Fear) was one of a
number of "squatter" or "land rescue"
communities in Puerto Rico.
Having tried unsuccessfull y
to gain use of government
land actually set aside for
housing , but used only for
the pasturing of a few cows,
fami lies in desperate need of
housing had moved in under
cover of night. Carrying
boards on their backs, they
had stealthily built crude
houses. Roads were hacked
ut by hand. fn time the
community expanded to
three hundred fami lies.
Among the organizers and leaders
of the community were Miguel
onzalez and Ada Rivera. Miguel's
ather had followed the current trend
f leaving the farm to seek a better
livelihood in the city. The only work
he could find was driving a truck. He
served also as a Pentecostal minister.
Miguel added his bit to family
support by selling newspapers and
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by shining shoes for the wealthy of
the Condado. They were living in the
land rescue commu nity of Shanghai .
From correspondence courses in
business
administration,
Miguel
turned to social problems. He became
acquainted with Concepcion de Gracia,
president of an independence pa1ty.

He was inspired by the patnot1sm
of Lolita Lebron , Oscar Collazo and
others, and became aware of hi s
own national identity. He came to
understand that Puerto Rico had been
colonized by force and not by choice,
that American citizenship had been
imposed on the Puerto Ricans, and
that there was a wide gap between the
democracy professed by the United
States and the colonial situation.
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Miguel took on a variety o
construction jobs, and finally worked
as a union organizer, attempting
to make unions more democratic .
Ada had grown up in the small mountain
town of Comerio in relative poverty.
Her family of nine subsisted on
federal check accorded her father,
who had been wounded in Korea.
Her earliest political awareness
came from literature passed out
in her school, and from the shock
of seeing two Catholic priests
expelled from the church because
of their social concern . With
scholarship to the Uni versity
of Puerto Rico she majored in
social work. This was during the
university uprisings of the 1970s.
Students demanding the ousting
of the ROTC clashed with the
police. One student, Antonio Martinez,
was killed. The ROTC program was
finally removed from the campus,
but was placed in an adjoining area.
United 111 marriage, Miguel and
Ada found themselves unemployed,
and, as independentistas, practically
unemployable. Their need for shelte
led them to the realization tha
though the United States Constitutio

recognized shelter as a human right,
this provision had been removed
from the Puerto Rican Constitution. It
was then that they saw the necessity
of providing housing through their
own efforts. They were among the
first to settle in Villa Sin Miedo.
When the police became aware of the
expanding community, harassment
began. Miguel told of four thugs entering
the community and threatening one of
its members with a gun. As another
member of the community emerged
with a gun , the gunman dropped his.
Miguel seized it and
fired shots at the
fl eeing gangster. T hey
learned late r that the
gang had had a twohour planning session
the ni ght before with
an undercover agent.
Mi guel was accused of
wounding one of the
thugs and sentenced
to two years in prison .
Ou r first meeting
with M iguel was at
the court trial. With
shy reluctance, Ada
fo und herself in the
role of the leadership
Miguel had held.
Despite a strong macho tradition,
the
community
accepted
her.
We camped fora month in thecommunity,
feeling perfectly safe and secure with
our camper doors wide open. The
" security guard" rode by periodically
on his white horse, and night guards
were placed at the entrance to avert
further harassment. We were struck by
the intensity of the work, as community
members put up their shacks of wood
and tin , laid water pipes, put up spigots,
planted flowers and vegetables, built a
schoolhouse for adult classes, and a
chapel. And now there was the threat of
complete destruction of the community.

Villa Sin Miedo, in its stnvmg for
economic independence, had begun
to pose a threat to a colonial system
requiring complete control over a
docile people. Despite vigorous popular
support for the community, Governor
Romero vetoed a bill to give it title to
the land. The members refused to give
up the land they felt was rightfully
theirs, since they had developed it.
The last picture we took was of a
man on his knees planting seeds.
We then had to leave because of a

reservation to transport our camper to
the island of Vieques for the summer.
Two days later, came the invas ion.
Three weeks of training at Culebra
Island by U.S. military officers in
Vietnam-style tactics had prepared
police for the attack. The troops stormed
in, five hundred strong, heavily armed,
driving out the terrified men, women
and children with tear gas, setting fire
to their homes and all their possessions ,
destroying the flourishing gardens. An
hour-and-a-halflater, nothing remained .
The homeless band straggled into San
Juan . A friendly legislator arranged
shelter for them on the floor of the
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Capitol. They were finally rescued by
the Episcopal Church, which gave them
use of five acres of their land. Tents were
provided. Food, clothing and bedding
were brought in to an erstwhile selfsufficient people. We visited "tent city"
in its early beginnings. It was pathetic
to see the few remaining famili es
marking off their tiny allotment of land
with bamboo poles, and setting out
pots of geraniums for a bit of beauty.
As the tents wore out, they were replaced
with wooden l 2' x 12 ' cabins, each with
a hanging light bulb. When next we
camped with
them,famili es
were already
invo l ve d
in
making
clothing, craft
products, and
fruit ices fo r
sale. Gardens
had sprung
up. Classes
in
history
and
health
had
begun .
M iguel and
Ada
were
wo rki n g
togetheragai n
in leadershi p
roles. Ada's work was pra ised in a
community news-sheet. "Her work
and commitment fo r and with us have
been a struggle shoulder to shoulder.
She is an example of the valor of our
Puerto Rican women." It compared
her with their national heroinesLolita Lebron, Blanca Canales, and
Adolfina Villanueva, among others.
In time , religious organizations granted
the community sufficient funds to but
fifty acres in the foothills of El Yunque,
the rain forest. [What my mother, Jean,
is too modest to tell is that an article of
hers read by a German religious group
Continue to page 19

Hugo Chavez
words

The lesizienl

Eric Lopez

In the United States it is rare for a mainstream politician to bring
up issues of race and class. Knowledge of the United States'

involvement of it before it occurred. Historically, Latin American
leaders who do not comply with U.S. demands and place importance

relationship with Latin America also seems to be nonexistent

on social iss ues over pro-U.S. economic policies do not have very

in

mainstream American consciousness.

When President

long political careers. Two examples immediately come to mind:

Hugo Chavez is discussed in the U.S . mainstream media, he is
po1trayed as dangerously anti-U.S., suspiciously fri endl y with

Jacobo Arben z of Guatemala and Salvador Allende of Chile.

Fidel Castro, and outspoken in his criticism of George W. Bush .
What the U.S. mainstream media does not present to its audience
is the progress ive nature of Chavez's presidency and a historical
perspecti ve of marred U. S. and Latin American relations.

Both were Presidents that attempted to reform their respective
countries in ways that would benefit its marginalized citizens;
their reforms conflicted with U.S. economic and political interests.
Arbenz was killed in 1954, a CIA- sponsored military intervention
that ushered in a long period of military rule in Guatemala. In
Chile,

President

Hugo

Chavez's

Allende

faced

a

CIA sponsored attempted
coup and survived. The

reelection on December 2006
signified the continuation of
his " Bolivari an Revolution".

CIA then exerted
resources
Allende 's

This revo lution is intended to
allev iate the social, political,

to

ma ny

destab ilize
government

and the Chilean economy,
which subsequently lead

and economic problems of hi s
nat ion. Chavez's misiones,
which are funded by oil

to a successful coup in
1983 th at commenced
General Augusto Pinochet's

reve nues, are creatin g access
to education, healthcare, and
other vital social serv ices

repressive

dictatorship.

that have hitherto been out

Chavez'sopponentscritici ze

of reach fo r the majority

him for being critical of

of Venezuela's population.

neo-liberal economics while

Chavez 's anti -U.S . statements

simultaneously welcoming
forei gn investments and

are rooted in over a century of
U.S. interve ntions in Latin America. Latinas/as and Latin Americans
cannot overlook a century of U.S. hegemonic presence in the U.S. 's

selling oil to the Uni ted
States. Some see this as a contrad iction which de-legitimi zes
Chavez 's presidency. What is easy to overlook is that Venezuela

" backyard". When Chavez criticizes President Bush and the U.S. on
an in ternational stage (like at the United Nations), he is expressing

needs to work within an economic framework that interacts with
the United States to survive. It is a lesson learned from the Cuban

not just hi s fru stration with U.S. neo-liberal economic policies and

Revol ution: a country cannot survive in economic isolation.

military interventions, he is expressing the frustrat ion of those who
Regardless of whether this model for governance is emulated or

suffer the worst consequ ences of the U.S. hegemony: the black and
indige nous population of Latin Ameri ca. By addressing the needs

criticized, su pport for President Hugo Chavez continues while

of the marginalized sectors of Venezuela and by internationall y

his actions create a model for other Latin American leaders.

expressing their frustrations, Hugo Chavez has gained the

Hugo Chavez's reelection represents resistance to Washington's
internationa l neo-liberal policies and support for social services

political suppo1t of his country 's largest demogra phic: the poor.

that would otherwise be out of reach for the majority of Venezuela 's
Chavez has been portrayed as paranoid in hi s fear of assassination
by the Bush administration. This is not an unreasonable or paranoid

population. Also, Hugo Chavez's persuit of a participatory
democracy through his ' circulos boliviaranos' , where everyday

concern. There was an attempted coup in Venezuela in 2002
and there is evidence that suggests U.S. knowled ge and possi ble

citizens are called upon to create self-sufficient communities all
over Latin America and for Puerto Ricans and Latinas/as in the U.S.
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Continued from page 17

was partially responsible for a majority
of that funding-Daniel.] Shacks were
knocked down and moved, potted plants
transported. A community of about fifty
famjlies was miraculously restored.

treatment for emotional scars from
the brutal eviction. Miguel followed
her shortly. But the community
continues on in confidence that it can
overcome its economic problems
through its own efforts and hard work.

Illness forced Ada to go to the
United States for treatment, and her
three children needed psychological

"Voices for Independence:
In the Spirit of Valor and Sacrifice"
Jean Zwickel , Editor
Article by:
Ada Rivera Rufz and Miguel Gonzalez
Rodrfguez
www.peacehost.net/WhiteStar/Voices/
eng-rivera-gonzalez. html
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words

Meli ssa Cintron

"Boricua !" An excited little boy yelled as he waited
in line to receive a gift from the Th ree K ings on a
cold January 6 afternoon. Despite the cold weather,
over 3,000 people came out to celebrate an old Puerto
Rican tradition, sharing it with new generations.

of the Puerto Ri can Cultural Ce nter (PRCC), Professor
Jose E. Lopez, how important th is day was to share
with her grandchild . This was not the only story shared
with him, it seems that the spirit of unity an d culture,
realizi ng our community is a gift in itself, moved many.

The Three Kings Winter Festival made Paseo Boricua
come alive. Community residents packed into trolleys,
walked
alongs ide the
_
h o r se- dra w n _-Lt ~ ' !
carri age w ith
Los
Tres
Reyes Magos,
or
stood
under
the
streetlights,
adorned with
j fbaras
and
jfbaros, to sing
and watch, not
wanting to miss a thing. Plena pounded from the marching
musicians' tambores , vejigantes danced , and the Paseo
Boricua float was packed with more talented musicians.

The parade led to the Humboldt Park Field House
where L. A.M .A. (Latin American Motorcycle

Many came back to El Barrio for this yearly event, which
would not be possible without the efforts of Alderman
Billy Ocasio (26 th Ward), and the coordination of the
Division Street Business Development Association and
the Puerto Rican Cultural Center (PRCC). One tearyeyed woman retold stories of her time in Humboldt
Park as a young girl, explaining to Executive Director

Association) prepared to give thousands of gifts to
eager children, while Trfo Casino played beautiful
aguinaldos from Puerto Rico. A young Puerto Rican
girl and her father decided not to step in line to collect
a gift and instead helped the La Voz staff hand out our
community newspaper. To say the least, the Three
Kings Winter Festival was a grand success and was
covered by every major news station in Chicago.
Originally published in the February 2007 Edition of
La Voz del Paseo Boricua
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''My Freedom is Not Complete''
A conversation with Puerto Rican ex-political prisoner

Ricardo Jiminez
words
Xavier "Xavi" Luis Burgos
Through the bustling sidewalks
of Division Street where Boricuas
walk to and fro everyday while soft
boleros echo through the air, not
many would take the time to think
about a simply dressed man in a
cowboy hat smiling and laughing
as he beca me reacqu ainted with old
friends and comrades. Sadly,
not many would recognize
that thi s middle-aged man so
full of life gave-up 20 years
of his personal freedom in
order for those everyday
people
dow n
Div ision
can come closer to theirs.

Lopez Rivera and Carlos Alberto
Torres - one of the longest serving
political prisoners in human history.
Although Mr. Jimenez might joke
about giving pu zzling looks to his
sister, after hi s release, when she
handed him a strange object called

for Oscar and Carlos ' release,
proving that political prisoners and
colonialism is still a reality and an
issue for Puerto Ricans. Jimenez
say s, "Our freedom [as Puerto
Ricans] consists of breaking the
chains of colonialism, giving us the
opportunity to control our destiny."
At age 14, Mr. Jimenez worked
with the issues of hous ing and
education in Humboldt Park, a
growing enclave of Puerto Ricans
in Chicago's Near Northwest
side. Although he came from
an apolitical fami ly fro m San
Sebastian, Puerto Ri co he became
further politicized through the
class of his Tuley High School
teacher, Jose E. Lopez, one of
the leaders of the Puerto Rican

Ricardo Jime nez was 23 -yearoldwhenhe was arrestedforhis
participation in the clandestine
organi zation Fuerzas Armadas

de la Liberacion Nacional Collective members & partners of the Cafe Teatro independence movement in
(FALN). He was 43 - Batey Urbano. Ricardo Jimenez is in the center. th e Diaspora. Mr. Jimenez
years-old when he was
also became involved with the
rel eased after he accepted
campaign to free the Nationalist
President Bill Clinton 's clemency a cell phone, the memory of the two 5 and the creation of the PRCC
offer, arriving in Puerto Rico a Boricuas comrades he left behind and the Rafael Cancel Miranda
month later on September 12, still hovers over his head. "My Alternative High School (now Dr.
1999, both the birthday of Puerto freedom is not complete until I see Pedro Albizu Campos). "Through
Rican national hero Dr. Pedro Oscar [Lopez Rivera] and Carlos that we created consciousness [and]
Albizu Campos and the day that the [Alberto Torres] by my side." True at 16 I decided this was going to
Nationalist 5 arrived in Puerto Rico to his word, Ricardo Jimenez, 50, be my life. I dedicated my life
after their prison release. Decades is now a member of El Comite to Puerto Rican independence."
of grassroots campaigns for all Pro Derechos Humanos where
Puerto Rican political prisoners just recently he helped organize Ricardo Jimenez subsequently
had freed 9 FALN prisoners. a march in San Juan, Puerto Rico went to Loyola University where
Two remain incarcerated - Oscar where over 12,000 people marched he became involved with the Latin
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American Student Organization,
(LASO) where he helped get Jose
E. Lopez to teach and right before
he was to graduate he was captured
for his suspected involvement with
the FALN. On April 4, 1980 he
and 11 others went to prison with
ridiculously long sentences linked to
seditiousconspiracyandnothingelse.
Twenty years later, sitting with me
at Cafe Colao on Paseo Boricua, a
Puerto Rican business strip although
created while he was in prison but

undeniably linked to the numerous
struggles of this community
that Mr. Jimenez participated
in, he realizes the uniqueness of
the Puerto Rican experience in
Chicago. He also realizes how
community work can mobilize
around the question of colonialism
and Puerto Rican independence and
how now in Puerto Rico such work
is being done , whether around the
environment or violence against
women. Ricardo Jimenez is full
of life and humility and although

many Boricuas might not be able
to personally recognize him down
the street, the connection between
his struggles and aspirations and the
impact on Puerto Ricans in Chicago
and Puerto Rico is undeniable.
Personal message from Ricardo
Jimenez to Que Ondee Sola: " Que
Ondee Sola ha sido par tantos
aiios un centro de conciencia
en la universidad y lo f elecito."

Provecto latina:
Discovering All of Us
words

Sophia Lopez

In January, Ami gas Latinas, the Chicago-based GLBTQ
Latina-serving organi zation, kicked off its first of its kind
survey entitled Proyecto Latina: Discovering All of Us .
Its mission is to gather critical informati on about our
communities. The survey focu ses on the experiences of
Latina lesbian, bisex ual, trans gender, queer, genderqueer
and questioning women in the Chicagoland area.

This ambitious project was fu nded by the Crossroads
Fund as well as by its many donors. The Ami gas
Latinas Advi sory Committee and its Survey
Ambassadors spent countless hours helping to
launch the survey. It promises to be a great success.
Amigas Latinas was formed in 1995 and is an advocacy
organization for lesbian, bisexual and questioning
women. It is meant to be a supportive space which offers
the opportunity to gather and celebrate our identities. It is
currently co-chaired by Aurora Pineda and Mary Torres.
This past year was a terrific year for the organization. It
launched a youth group as wellMadurando Eleganmente,
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a group for older lesbians. It began to bring atte nti on
to the GLBT element within the immigration issue. In
2006, Ami gas Latinas also hired its first staff member.
The organization, partnered with theAssociation ofLatino
Men for Acti on (ALMA), created the first-ever PF LAG
en Espanol: Entre Familia. The group celebrated a year
in May 2005 and is a safe space for parents and fri ends of
Latinos who are lesbian, gay, bisex ual, and transgender.
Many attend with their GLBT sons and daughters. The
group usuall y meets Saturdays at various locations.
Proyecto Latina will help bring more vi sibility to
the GLBTQ Latina population. All information is
anonymous and kept confidential. The survey itself
takes about 30 minutes and one becomes eligible to
receive $500. It is available in both English and Spanish.

For further information, please visit:
www.amigaslatinas.org

.,

WATCH WHAT YOU EAT
words

Patricia Beckham

You r health is more precious than a jewel. Health is given to us with

Our body contains a hormone called Leptin that is produced by

the respon sibility to maintain for the rest of our li ves. Our children

fat cells . Leptin regulates the body weight by tel ling it to stop

learn fro m us. If we do not respect our bodies, they will not fun cti on

eatin g when it is full by signaling the brain to stop sending

at optimum le ve l due to a lack of proper nutrition and exercise.
Television ad verti sements, store coupons, product packag ing,

hun ger signals. HFCS does not stimul ate glucose levels and
insulin release and th erefore preve nts an increase in leptin

magazine and news paper ads, and personal testimonies must not
be co unted on as providers of healthy nutriti onal va lues in man y
cases. Why not? Becau se th e manu fac turers' only concern is to

levels or fee ling of sati ety (fulln ess to th e point of excess).
Thi s can lead to obes ity and complicati o ns with di abetes.

Read Product Labeling

make money and therefore, your health is not
as important as " makin g a buck." Therefore,
if this mea ns that you get an addiction
whi ch leads to obesity and/o r diabetes from

On any produ ct you bu y, the contents are listed in
order of quan tity. Fo r example, if HFCS is li sted

co nsumin g products with poor nutritional

first on the label, th en th ere is more of it in the food

ingredi ents, it iss simpl y "your tough luck. "

or drink than any othe r ingredie nt that follow s.

To date, many food product manufacturers

Is there an advantage to Fructose'?

have made trillio ns of dollars and in the
process ; they have caused the deterioration
and eve n the deaths of millio ns U.S. citizens.

Fructose is the primary sugar found

Di abetes and Obesity are hi ghl y prevalent

and provides va luable nutrients. It is fine when
con sumed in this manner. The problem arises

Ill

fruits

when we consume high le ve ls of fructose or
HFCS , which are present in some products.

am ong Latinas/os, especially Puerto Ricans
and in the African American communities.
In fact, a study released on December 6

A Healthy Alternative

by the Di abetes Task Force of Humboldt
Park, headed by Jose E. Lopez, NEIU Professor and Executive
Director of the Puerto Ri can Cultural Center, indicates that
the Puerto Rican community in Humboldt Park has the hi ghest

Make a healthy, new diet plan for you and/or your family. Decide
to avo id all foods and drinks, which are high in HFCS. Be more

rate of diabetes and diabetes mortality amon g Puerto Ricans

selective of the products you buy at the store. Read the ingredients.
Write the new products down or make a mental note of which ones

in the United States and Puerto Rico. These findings are
alarmin g.
In order to combat this dilemma and hopefully

are healthier for you. Also, remember that cheaper is not always
better, especially when it comes to you and your family's health.

reduce and eliminate this tragedy, we must become educated to
the cause or causes that produce these devastating results, and

It is more advantageous to pay a few cents more for something

then make a plan to nurse ourselves back to excellent health.

good for you and them, than to buy a lot of something bad.

High Fructose Corn Syrup

Educate

you

and

your

family

on

health

issues.

Listen

carefully to news health. Critically analyze all information
you

High Fructose Corn Syrup is an added sugar ingredient that

see

on

television.

Your

health

is

priceless.

is put in all soft drinks, fruit beverages, syrup, many highly

Buyer Beware!

sweetened breakfast cereals, and virtually all commercial or
processed foods . HFCS is cheaper to process and sell than sugar
and is therefore the choice of many food product manufacturers.

Beware of stores that offer cheap prices for their products because
they are not popular brands. Many of their product substitutes are

The Link to Diabetes and Obesity

loaded with HFCS. If you walk into these stores on any given day,
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you will see Puerto Ricans, Latinas/as, and African Americans with carts overflowing with foods that contain large amounts of HFCS
in them. This may explain in large part, why our communities are so affected by the problems of obesity and diabetes. These stores are
often located in low-income communities. In comparison, at other stores similar products will contain sugar or less amounts of HFCS.

Looking Ahead
It is beneficial to keep abreast of all health issues, especially those that have had an adverse affect in our community. We must
begin to learn about these and all health related matters and educate each other so that we promote good health in our communities
and in our society and pass on a legacy of intelligence and responsibility. It is very advantageous to research these and other health
matters over the internet, in medical and reputable health magazines, and journals. There are research journals which may be
accessed through the NEIU Databases by clicking on Science and Health. Please share this information with everyone you know.
Best Wishes for a healthy life!

<Dangs &'Afternati\'>es
words

Over the last few decades gangs and gang life have
become more prevalent in the major urban and suburban
areas of the U.S. , but why? Why do the youth in these
cities turn to lives of crime? Many will argue "that's
just the way it is," and "Let things take their course.
They'll soon wipe each other out anyway." Since
when have things just existed for the sake of
existence? Since when have the people in
our society turn their backs on a problem
and say the situation will obliterate itself
off the face of the Earth? Often times
these are the things people say to
avoid solving the problems of
society. I believe it all goes
back to what we are taught as
children: "YOU go to school to
learn. YOU learn a skill that will
earn YOU lot's of money to take care of
YOU and YOUR'S." The whole ideology of
Live And Let Live is what, at most times, forces
youth into gangs. It is society's individualism.
It is a misconception that most youth in gangs are
dropouts. Most of those kids just lost hope in the school
system that did not care for them in the first place
because of their culture and backgrounds. They were
"pushed-out" of school. It is racism. The younger, more,
developmental stages in a child are the years where
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Jose E ram 'Jay Jay Rivera

he or she decides in what direction they want to gear
there lives towards. Being surrounded in a situation
where it's dog-eat-dog, youth are usually discouraged
quickly and look for alternatives accessible to
them. In most of these big cities there are
very few to sometimes no alternatives for
kids of color. Gang members just turn
to what they have been taught:
getting over on everyone else
and looking for easy access to
money including selling drugs.
I sincerely think that things would
be different for the youth in gangs if
two things were put into affect: 1. The
communities that they are in make a better
effort in providing more alternatives for youth
in terms of guidance and goal formation . Also,
create youth centers for them to go to, and 2. That
the U.S. would teach the ideology of poet/activist
Consuelo Lee Corretjer 's of Live and Help to Live,
promoted today by the Puerto Rican Cultural Center.
Until we change how we Ii ve and view and treat each other
we will continue to have young people joining gangs.

Jose Efra{n "Jay Jay" Rivera is a student at Dr. Pedro
Albizu Campos Alternative High School
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